temporiuso.net is an association to promote temporary reuse projects in abandoned spaces and also a network of local and international partnerships with associations, activists and researchers. In recent years we have started local workshops, international seminars, lectures, guided tours, events, public meetings, calls for applications with Universities, Art Academies, Research Institutes, Architecture offices, cultural associations, stylists, designers and artists.

founders and coordinators of the action-research:
Isabella Inti, Valeria Inguaggiato, Giulia Cantaluppi, Andrea Graglia
maps of abandonment responsible: Andrea Graglia, Matteo Persichino
mapping the request of people: Valeria Inguaggiato
regulations responsible: Giulia Cantaluppi
LIBERTY hospitality and exchange

We are going to start the temporary reuse project of 5 liberty buildings, currently abandoned and owned by the company SOGEMI as an inn, co-working spaces, bank of time for neighborhood self-organized services, apart-hotel for relatives of hospital patients, student house, Youth Hostel.

In September 2012 during the Milan Workshop new spaces for temporary re-use, with students of the Polytechnic of Milan and some associations and artists we have develop the project Liberty Hospitality and exchange.

Where do we stand now? Between October and December 2012 we consulted the Departments of Planning, Culture, Sports, State Property and decentralization of the Municipality of Milan and meet and talked with the City Council in order to develop the type of services for this empty buildings.

Between January and April 2013 we would like to launch a Call for Proposal for the management tof the project and then immediately move on to start the self-construction and infrastructures of the spaces with residents, associations, artists and experts. If it works, Liberty hospitally and exchange could be opened to the public in autumn 2013.

Liberty hospitality and exchange, is included in the design process TEMPORIUSO X MILAN and part of the "Re-activation of spaces of interest in the city with temporary reuse projects" supported by the City of Milan and the Milan Polytechnic University, Department of Architecture and Urban Studies.

Liberty hospitality and exchange is edited by:
associazione temporiuso.net: Isabella Inti, Giulia Cantaluppi, Andrea Graglia, Matteo Persichino;
DATSU Politecnico di Milano students and citizens: Giovanni Grignani, Tiziana Polli
Info: info@temporiuso.org | http://www.temporiuso.org/?page_id=3245